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Sammanfattning 
Abstract 

The main purpose of this project was an attempt to modulate and simulate two existing biogas plant, situated in Lidköping and Katrineholm, 

Sweden and evaluate how the process reacts to certain conditions regarding feeding, layout and substrate mixture. The main goal was to optimize 

the existing processes to better performance. Both the modeling and simulation were executed in SIMBA#Biogas with accordance to the real 

conditions at the plant in question. The simulation of each model was validated against data containing measurements of, CH4 yield, CH4 

production, TS, VS, NH4-N concentration and N-total concentration. The data was obtained from each plant in accordance with scheduled follow 

ups. Both models were statistically validated for several predictions. Predictions of N-total and NH4-N concentration failed for some cases. Both 

plants were tested with new process lay outs, where promising results were obtained. The Lidköping model was provided with a post-hygienization 

step to handle ABPs. The Katrineholm model was provided with a dewatering unit, where 35% of the centrate was recirculated back to the system. 

Both setups was configured to yield the highest CH4 production. This study suggests that SIMBA#Biogas can be a tool for predictions and 

optimizations of the biogas process.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY  
Gasum AB operates and owns five biogas plants in Sweden, where the production of both biogas and 

bio-fertilizer are taking place. Gasum AB has invested in a simulation software for biogas production, 

called SIMBA#Biogas. Through simulations of the biogas process, Gasum AB intends to gain a better 

project foundation, a more stable production and in the long term gain improved profit.  

The main purpose of the project was, with the help of SIMBA#Biogas and along with stored process 

data be able to simulate production performance and hence be able to optimize the overall biogas 

process in the plants, simultaneously predict the outcome of the process. By using a simulation 

software like SIMBA#Biogas, changes in both layout and conditions can be tested. The simulation is 

not only helpful when predicting the process, it can also aid to avoid production failures. This, along 

with optimization, makes it possible to gain improved profitability (Schön, 2009). 

1.2. EXPECTED IMPACT OF STUDY  
At this point, society is facing issues regarding both the human impact on the environment and the 

demand of energy, leading to bio energy resources becoming necessary. The Anaerobic digestion 

(AD) process, in which biogas is formed is in this context a clean technology with the capacity to 

contribute to rising energy demand (Mata-Alvarez , et al., 2000). Biogas is therefore considered to be 

an environmental friendly source of energy. Biogas can be produced from different types of wastes 

with high biogas potential, e.g. residues from agricultural activities. (Galí, et al., 2008) in additional, 

to the biogas production, says bio-fertilizers can be produced simultaneously, which are of high value 

and can be approved as an organic alternative to artificially produced fertilizers. Biogas can be 

produced from waste products, which are daily generated in our society (Angelidaki, et al., 2011). 

Since energy can be obtained in the shape of biogas, the utilization of wastes as substrates create 

values both of the wastes and the society itself. By optimizing the biogas process through modeling 

and simulation, more energy can be obtained and the utilization of the added wastes can be 

maximized. Hopefully, one will be able to increase the quality of the bio-fertilizers as well. This 

altogether have the ability to take our society one step closer to self-sufficiency and at the same time 

reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG).  
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1.3. OBJECTIVES OF THE WORK  
The main goal of this project was to investigate if SIMBA#Biogas can be used to simulate production 

results and be utilized as an optimization tool for the overall biogas process. This includes operation, 

control of raw materials and evaluation of changes in the process. This main goal was divided into 

five sub goals, which are outlined below. 

Goal 1:  Was to create a detailed and working simulation model, which reflects the outline and 

conditions of the existing plant. The model should be able to describe the processes flow and mixture 

of the raw material.  

Goal 2:  Was to study the mathematical models within the process blocks, which all together form 

the overall process. The aim was to secure that correct mathematical model within the process block 

was used and performs as expected for the process in question.    

Goal 3:  Was to evaluate to what degree the simulation corresponds to the measured data from the 

plant and find areas where improvements in the model can be done. This included gas yield per 

added unit raw material and the effect on the biological process at different production conditions. 

Additionally, were simulated results compared with measured data from the plant, i.e. validation of 

the model was done.   

Goal 4: Was to investigate and evaluate the properties of the different substrates, which were fed to 

the plant. This included how these substrates should be described properly in the software.  New 

substrates were tested and evaluated to see how they affected the process.  Additionally, the 

placement where the hygienization step yielded the best outcome combined with different types of 

substrates was tested.   

Goal 5: Was to implement a dewatering unit to the current process system, with the purpose to 

minimize the amount of liquid manure. The liquid manure was replaced by a fraction of liquid, 

referred as centrate, from the dewatering unit, which was recirculated back to the system. After this 

installation, the Total solids (TS) concentration and the concentration of ammonium nitrogen (NH4-N) 

in the reactors should be kept below 8% and 5 kg/m3 respectively.     
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2. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY  

2.1. THEORY  
The scientific background behind this project is presented in this section.  

2.1.1. Biogas  

Biogas is the gas, which is formed when organic material is decomposed by methane producing 

microorganisms in anaerobic conditions. Biogas consist mainly of methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide 

(CO2) but also nitrogen (N2), hydrogen (H2), hydrogen sulfide (H2S), water (H2O) and other trace 

elements from substances, which are depending on the ingoing substrate. The main energy carrier in 

this case is the CH4 (Reith, et al., 2003). Both the amount and the composition of the produced biogas 

is dependent on the amount, composition and the degradability of the substrate (Wolfsberger, 

2008).  Biogas is produced through the complex AD process.  Many countries around the world are 

using biogas as a renewable energy source for heating, electricity and transportation purposes 

(Naturvårdsverket, 2012).  

2.1.2. Anaerobic digestion (AD) 

AD is a process where the production of biogas occurs when complex organic feed stock is degraded 

into a range of simpler water-soluble organic compounds, which eventually is converted into a 

mixture of gases, among them CH4. The whole process takes place under strictly anaerobic conditions 

else, the AD will not function properly. The AD process depends on the coordinated activity of a 

complex mixture of microorganisms, which are associated with the transformation of organic 

material into mostly CH4 and CO2 (Appels, et al., 2008) , (Kleerebezem, 2014).  The AD process is 

indeed well suitable for organic waste treatment and biogas is eventually formed meanwhile organic 

matter is converted into stable end products (Mudhoo, 2012). The AD follows four different steps, 

hydrolysis, acidogenesis, acetogenesis and methaneogenesis.  Each of these steps needs its own 

group of characterizing microorganisms to function properly (Moestedt, 2015). It is crucial that the 

culture of microorganism is in balance. The AD process is commonly used for the treatment of 

organic wastes like manure, agriculture wastes, waste water, slaughter house waste and other 

industrial organic wastes (Nizami, 2012). The AD process offers the possibility for nutrients recycling, 

since digested material can function as bio-fertilizers on agricultural lands, which makes it as a 

substitute for artificial fertilizers (Angelidaki, et al., 2011), (Schnürer, et al., 2016). N that is 

organically bound in the raw material is mineralized into NH4
+ in the AD process, which is readily 

accessible to plants when the sludge is used as bio-fertilizers. This is due to the ratio between C and 

N decreases when organic matter is released as CH4 and CO2. (Grimsby, et al., 2013) 

 

Overview of the AD process  

Complex composition of substrate is divided into lipids, proteins and carbohydrates in the AD 

process.  The acidogenic microorganisms excrete hydrolytic enzymes, which convert soluble organics 

to volatile fatty acids (VFA)s and alcohols. The formed products are then converted into acetic acid or 

H2 and CO2 by acetogenic microorganisms. The formatted acetic acid or the H2 are then utilized by 

methanogenic microorganisms to produce CH4 (Reith, et al., 2003). The four AD steps are outlined in 

more detail bellow and an overview of the AD process can be seen in Figure 1. 
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Hydrolysis 

The first step in the AD process is hydrolysis, where both insoluble organic material and high 

molecular weight compounds are degraded into soluble organic substances.  

Examples of such substances that can be degraded into smaller parts in the hydrolysis are nucleic 

acids, proteins, lipids, polysaccharides and fatty acids.  

The amount of protein in the substrate consists of amino acids, which are linked together with 

peptide bonds. These bonds are degraded during the hydrolysis i.e. the bonds are destroyed. The 

fraction of carbohydrates in the substrate consists of several types of saccharides and the bond 

between the saccharides are broken down by acidogenic and hydrolytic microorganisms during the 

hydrolysis.  

Lipids are common in the form of triglycerides, which in the hydrolysis are hydrolyzed by lipases. The 

rate of the hydrolysis depends less on the substrates’ chemical properties and more on the size of 

the particle and environmental conditions such as pH and surface tension (Angelidaki, et al., 2011).  

Pre-treatment is necessary if the substrate consist of carbohydrates, which are recalcitrant and hard 

to degrade like e.g. cellulose (Lehtomäki, 2016).  To make the hydrolyzing step proceeding faster, the 

incoming material may be pre-treated. Common pre-treatment methods include mechanical, 

thermal, biological or chemical actions (Appels, et al., 2008). The hydrolysis step consumes lot of 

time and it is therefore considered to be the rate limiting step in the AD process. (Appels, et al., 

2008) (Reith, et al., 2003)  

Acidogensis 

During the acidogenesis, soluble organic compounds are converted into VFAs, CO2 and other 

compounds (Reith, et al., 2003). Throughout this step, water-soluble chemical substances are turned 

into short-chain organic acids i.e. acetic, propionic butyric and pentanoic acid. The remaining 

compounds from the hydrolysis can as well be converted into alcohols like methanol and ethanol. 

Aldehydes, CO2 and H2 are other compounds, which are formed during this step. (Ziemiński & Frąc, 

2012)     

The transformation will commonly pass the pathway through acetates, CO2 and H2, whereas other 

products from the acidogenesis do not play any significant role. These transformations result in a 

directly usage of the new products as substrate and energy source for the methanogens. (Moestedt, 

2015)   

When the concertation of H2 increases in the system, the microorganisms respond by accumulate 

electrons. The accumulation takes form in compounds like lactate, ethanol, propionate, butyrate and 

other VFAs. These newly formed compounds cannot directly be utilized by the methanogenic 

microorganisms. The newly formed compounds must be converted into H2 by hydrogen producing 

microorganisms in a process called acetogenesis. (Ziemiński & Frąc, 2012) The acidogenesis is usually 

the fastest step when complex organic matter is converted during anaerobic conditions. If failure in 

the process occurs here due to toxicity or inhibitions, the CH4 production will be disturbed and 

accumulations of long-and short-chain fatty acids, i.e. VFAs will happen (Schön, 2009).    

 Acetogenesis 

During the Acetogenesis, VFAs are converted into acetate and H2. The previously formed acids are 

converted into acetate and H2 by acetate microorganisms. The newly formed acetate and H2 are used 

by methanogenetic microorganisms to produce methane. H2 are released during this step, which in 
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turn have toxic effect on the process carrying microorganisms. To establish a properly working 

process, a symbiosis is necessary for acetogenic microorganisms with autotrophic methane 

microorganisms using hydrogen, which is denoted as syntrophy (Schnürer, et al., 2016). The 

acetogenesis is a vital step in the biogas process, since approximately 70 % of the methane arises 

when acetates are reduced. Therefore, acetates are considered to be a key intermediary product of 

the process of CH4 production. (Ziemiński & Frąc, 2012)     

Methanogenesis  

The final step in the AD process is called methanogenesis. During this final stage metanogenic 

microorganisms are using the products from the previous steps as substrates. Some of these 

products are acetate, CO2 and H2, which are converted into CH4 by the methanogenic 

microorganisms. The methanogenesis is done by two groups of methanogenic microorganisms: one, 

which splits acetate into CH4 and CO2 and another, which uses H2 as donor and CO2 acceptor to 

produce CH4 (Appels, et al., 2008). A vast majority of the CH4 arises in the methane digestion process 

when acetic acid is converted. The production of CH4 arising from CO2 is only 30% in this step. The 

reduction of CO2 is taken care by autotrophic microorganisms and the H2 is consumed during the 

process, which in turn contributes to good environmental conditions for the development of acidic 

microorganisms. This development give rise to short-chain organic acids in the acidification step. This 

in turn leads to declining production of H2 in the acetogenic step. The consequence of this is gas rich 

of CO2, since only its trivial part will be transformed into CH4 (Ziemiński & Frąc, 2012). The 

methanogenic microorganisms have a reproductive time that lies in a range of 3 to 50 days, 

therefore long retention time in the anaerobic reactor is required for proper CH4 production 

(Gerardi, 2003).     

 

Figure 1. The figure shows a simplified overview of the AD processes. Proteins, carbohydrates and lipids belongs to the 
suspended organic matter. Throughout the hydrolysis, these organic matters are degraded into amino acids, sugars and 
free long chain fatty acids plus glycerol respectively. This is followed by a complex degradation process carried out in three 
steps i.e. the acidogenesis, acetogenesis and methanogenesis. (de Mes, et al., 2003) 
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AD Inhibitions 

The efficiency of the AD process proceeds smoothly if the degradation rates of all stages are equal. 

Therefore, inhibition in the first step will affect the rest. This is since the next step will be limited, 

which eventually will lead to decreasing CH4 production. If the last step is inhibited, there will be an 

accumulation of acids and other compounds in the step before. The inhibition of the last step 

happens due to increasing amounts of acids and consequently decreasing pH due to loss of alkalinity. 

Process disturbances occurs commonly due to inhibition of methane-forming microorganisms in the 

methanogensis step. As previously mentioned, the AD process contains different groups of 

microorganisms, which work in sequence and each group forms and provides substrates for another 

group (Schnürer & Jarvis, 2009). Hence, each group of microorganisms is linked to another in 

chainlike manner, where the weakest links being the production of acetate and methane (Gerardi, 

2003). Below, three common inhibition parameters are presented. 

 pH  

The optimum pH level differs between the microbial groups but overall, the formation of CH4 

occurs within a pH interval of 6.5 to 8.5. However, the methane producing microorganisms 

are highly sensitive to pH and thrives best when the pH lies between 7.0 and 8.0 (Weiland, 

2010), (Kumar Khanal & Li, 2016). The fermentative microorganisms in the acidogensis and 

acetogensis are less sensitive and can function in environments with pH values between 4 

and 8.5. If the pH value decreases, and reaches a low level, the main products are acetic and 

butyric acids, whereas at pH values above 8, acetic and propionic acid are being produce 

(Appels, et al., 2008). Inhibition of the AD process occurs when the pH values drop below 6.0 

or exceeds 8.0 (Weiland, 2010).  

The measurement of the pH value is relatively easy to execute, but due to the complexity of 

the AD process, interpretation of a change in the value is more difficult (Pind, 2003).        

 

 Ammonia (NH3) 

Ammonia is formed when nitrogenous matter is biological degraded, mostly in the form of 

proteins and urea (Chen, 2008). There are a few inhibitions related to the presence of NH3. 

Ammonia NH3 is an inhibitor compound, which can pass over the cell membrane, due to its 

hydrophobic properties. When inside the cell, it affects and lowers the internal cellular pH, 

leading to a shift towards NH4 
+. This results in changes, affecting both the cell pH and the 

trans-membrane potential (Moestedt, 2015). The methanogenic microorganisms are least 

tolerant to ammonia-related inhibitions and their growth are likely to cease during high NH3 

conditions (Chen, 2008).   

  

 Volatile fatty acids (VFA) 

The concentration of VFAs in the system have a certain impact on the pH level. If there is a 

high concentration of VFAs, the pH level will decrease and a chain reaction is started. It can 

be explained by the microorganisms’ efficiency decreases, leading to accumulation of VFAs, 

which in turn leads to even lower pH. VFAs are key intermediaries and are produced by 

acidogenic microorganisms together with CO2, H2S and other by-products. (Pind, 2003) All 

these by-products are affecting the system in some way and thereby contribute to inhibitions 

(Appels, et al., 2008). Accumulation of VFAs might be related to substrate overload or 

inhibitions in the methanogenic step of the AD process (Schnürer & Jarvis, 2009).  
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2.1.3. Process parameters  

The process is affected by several parameters and some of them are presented below. 

 Temperature  

The biogas process can be conducted at either psychrophilic (10-20 °C), mesophilic (20-40 °C) 

or thermophilic (50-60 °C) conditions (de Mes, et al., 2003). 

Temperature has a certain impact on the biochemical reaction in five main ways (Batstone, 

et al., 2002): 

- Elevated temperature will lead to faster reaction rates  

- Lowered reaction rate with elevating temperature above optimum.  (Over 40 °C for 

mesophilic and over 65 °C for thermophilic microorganisms)     

- Increased turnover and maintenance energy with increased temperature, resulting in 

lowered yield.  

- Due to changes in thermodynamic yields and microbial population there will be shifts in 

yield and reaction pathway.   

- Increased lysis and maintenance, leading to increased death rate.  

Even small temperature changes can affect the degradation rate and hence the CH4 

production (Chen, 2008). Increased temperature can lead to increasing concentration of free 

NH3, resulting in inhibition of the AD process (Appels, et al., 2008).    

 Total and volatile solids (TS and VS) 

Two typical control parameters in biological treatment processes are TS and VS.  

TS is defined as the mass percentage, which is left after the substrate has been dried at 105 

°C. The VS is set in relation to TS and is defined as the mass percentage of material, which is 

left after combustion at 550-600 °C. (Satpathy, et al., 2013) VS is the accessible amount of 

organic material, which also is the amount of material that theoretically can be turned into 

biogas (Angelidaki & Ellegaard, 2003). However, there are materials, such as wood, which 

have high organic content but is directly unsuitable for biogas production through the AD 

process.  

 

 Hydraulic and solid retention time (HRT and SRT) 

Retention time denotes the time it takes to exchange the entire material volume in the 

reactor. HRT is the average time the sludge is present in the reactor and it is defined as the 

relation between the working volume and the daily input (Appels, et al., 2008). SRT is the 

average time the solids stays in the reactor. HRT and SRT are in many cases equally long, but 

in cases with recirculation where a part of the sludge is recirculated back to the reactor, the 

SRT is longer than the HRT. The HRT is commonly 10 to 25 days long but it can also be longer. 

(Schnürer & Jarvis, 2009) Short HRT increases the risk for accumulations of VFAs within the 

processes and thereby the risk for inhibitions and insufficient degradation rises (Appels, et 

al., 2008).   

  

 Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 

COD is a measurable parameter that states the total chemically oxidizable material in a 

sample, which in turn indicates the energy content of the feedstock. The COD represents the 

maximum chemical energy, which is present in the feedstock. This stored chemical energy is 

converted by microbes to CH4. This is as well the maximum energy, which could be recovered 

as biogas, however losses for the energy demand of the microbes themselves must be 
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subtracted and the same applies for material that is not degradable by anaerobic 

microorganism, like ligno cellosic compounds. (Wellinger, et al., 2013) 

2.2. METHODOLOGY  

2.2.1. Mathematical modeling 
This project was based on the mathematics in the widely used Anaerobic digestion model number 1 

(ADM1) (Batstone, et al., 2002). Mathematical modeling is a tool, which makes it possible to 

investigate the static and dynamic behaviors of a system. This can in best cases be done without 

doing practical experiments. With help from obtained measured data, the rest can be simulated by a 

model after proper calibration and validation. (Schön, 2009)     

2.3. MODELS  
In this section is the model used in this project is presented.  

2.3.1. Anaerobic digestion model number 1 (ADM1) 

The ADM1 is a structured and COD based model, which include all the fundamental reaction steps in 

the previous presented AD process (Lübken, et al., 2007), (Blumensaat & Keller, 2004). The strength 

of this model lays in its consideration of separating biomass into different fractions and their decay, 

apart from including the four main phases of anaerobic degradation and dividing them into 31 

processes and 33 group fractions. Additionally, the model considers a composite fraction (XC), which 

corresponds to a complex substrate and is treated homogenously by the model. The XC is degraded 

into four different fractions during the disintegration phase. These fractions are carbohydrates (XCh), 

proteins (XPr), lipids (Xli) and inert (XI). (Batstone, et al., 2002)   Thanks to the model’s ability to 

describe the production rate of biogas, the ADM1 is frequently used as an anaerobic degradation 

model for different substrates (Biernacki, et al., 2013).  

The original ADM1 contains 39 different states, 24 soluble components (Si), 3 gaseous components 

(Sgasi), 5 particulate composites (Xi) where i stands for the component and 7 microbial groups (Xj), 

where j stands for the degrading component. 10 of 24 soluble components concern the acid-base 

equilibrium. The majority of them are expressed either in terms of COD or kmole nitrogen (N) or 

carbon (C) per m3.  

The reactions, which takes place within an anaerobic digester are complex with a number of 

sequential and parallel stages. These reactions may be divided into biochemical and physio-chemical 

reactions.   

 Biochemical reactions and processes   

These are reactions, which are commonly catalyzed by intra or extracellular enzymes and act 

on the pool of accessible organic material.  Disintegration of compounds into particulate 

elements and the subsequent enzymatic hydrolysis of these to their soluble monomers are 

extracellular. Soluble materials are degraded with facilitation of intracellular organisms, 

leading to growth in biomass and subsequent decay. The AD process steps, acidogenesis, 

acetogenesis and hydrolysis, which were previously presented in section 2.1.2, have several 

parallel reactions.  
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 Physio-chemical reactions and processes  

These reactions are not biologically mediated and include association/dissociation of ions as 

well gas-liquid transfer. Precipitate is also counted to the physio-chemical reaction, but it is 

however not included in the ADM1.    

 

The ADM1 has since its release been utilized as the foundation for several studies and different 

modifications have been applied to modify it to fit specific processes. The ADM1 is however not 

suitable for either plug-flow or solid-state digesters, since the model assumes ideal mixing and 

homogeneous reactor content (Kumar Khanal & Li, 2016). 

The ADM1 and its variables and parameters are presented in appendix B.  For complete information 

about the ADM1, the reader is referred to (Batstone, et al., 2002).  

Inhibition  

Since the inhibitions within the AD process are varied and extensive, the forms of them are 

expressed as Equation 1 in ADM1. 

Equation 1.  𝜌𝒋 =
𝑘𝒎𝑆

𝐾𝑠+𝑆
𝑋 ∗ 𝐼1 ∗ 𝐼2 … 𝐼𝑛 

The first part of Equation 1 represents the uninhibited Monod-type uptake and I1..n = f(SI,1..n) are the 

inhibition functions presented in Table A and Table B in appendix B. In cases when this equation is 

not applicable, due to the inhibition function is integral in the uptake equation, the full uptake 

equations are shown in Table C in appendix B. (Batstone, et al., 2002) 

ADM1da 

The original ADM1 is indeed a powerful model, however it has some drawbacks when it comes to 

modeling the complexity of the biogas process. The ADM1 offers only one composite fraction (XC), 

which is degraded into previously presented fractions XCH, XPr, Xli and XI. Since a wide range of 

different substrates are commonly utilized at a biogas plants and due to high variety in amount and 

proportion of carbohydrates, proteins and lipids of different particulate organic matter, this original 

division of the XC is insufficient to describe the biogas processes to the right extent. To come around 

this problem, several approaches have been proposed. A division of the particulate sugars (XCH) into 

rapid and slow hydrolysable portion was proposed by (Wolfsberger, 2008). Additionally, changes 

were implemented in the model, where the composite fraction (XC) was split into a rapid and slow 

disintegrable portions, whereas both fractions are still disintegrated into fixed proportions (Rojas, et 

al., 2011).   

Focusing on agricultural biogas plants, the model structure was implemented with an intervention, 

according to (Schlattmann, 2011). This made it possible for the model to handle fractions that are the 

output of the Weender animal feed analysis presented in (Henneberg & Strohmann, 1864).  

The new features regarding the organic particulate material lead to the introduction of further 

degradable fractions. Thereby, the biogas production and its degradation processes can be better 

described. On the other hand, there is still some challenges regarding the balance of inorganic 

nitrogen, which has great impact on the buffer system. The reason for this is related to the formation 

of biologically inert substances (XI) by disintegration of different particulates including biomass, 

meaning the biological inert substances composition and its N content is deepening on the type and 

mixture of organic particulates. To be able to represent the products that arises from the biomass 

decay, the fraction (XP) was introduced and contributes with different N content as XI, which in turn 
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refines the overall N balance of the plant. This coupled the anaerobic sludge model number 1 (ASM1) 

with the ADM1 (Wett, et al., 2006).  

Through implementation of presented changes in the model, ADM1da was created. ADM1da 

differentiates disintegrable organic materials into a slow (XPS) and a fast disintegrable (XPF) fraction 

and then expresses all dissolved and particulate organic materials by the appropriated sub-fractions 

(CH, PR, LI, SU, AA, FA). (ifak e.V, 2016)  The changes in ADM1 compared to ADM1da are presented in 

Table D in appendix B. 

Reactor model 

The implementation of ADM1 into reactor model was based on a continuous flow stirred-tank 

reactor (CSTR) approach. The model combines four different mathematical models for the 

description of 

i. The bio-chemical processes in the sludge phase. 

ii. The composition of the gas phase. 

iii. The mass transfer between sludge and gas phase  

iv. The derivation of process describing parameter e.g. VFA or buffering capacity (TAC).  

This combination is necessary due to the impact on the acid-base system from the interrelation 

between sludge phase and gas phase. Figure 2 describes the combination of these four models in the 

reactor. (ifak e.V, 2016), (Kumar Khanal & Li, 2016).  

 

Figure 2. The figure show the modeling approach for the reactor (ifak e.V, 2016). q = flow [m3/day], V = volume [m3], Sstream,I 

= concentration of soluble components [kgCOD/ m3] Xstreams, I = concentration of particulate components [kgCOD/ m3]. The i 
is the component index. (Batstone, et al., 2002)       

Liquid phase 

The mass balance for each state component can be written as Equation 2. 

Equation 2.  
𝑑𝑉𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑖

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑆𝑖𝑛,𝑖 − 𝑞𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑖 + 𝑉 ∑ 𝜌𝑗𝑣𝑖,𝑗𝑗=1−19  

Where the term ∑ 𝜌𝑗𝑣𝑖,𝑗𝑗=1−19  is the summation of the specific kinetic rates for process j times 𝑣𝑖,𝑗, 

which is the rate coefficients component i for processes j. If one assume a constant volume i.e. 𝑞 =

𝑞𝑖𝑛 = 𝑞𝑜𝑢𝑡), the expression can be written as Equation 3.  

Equation 3.  
𝑑𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑖

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑞𝑆𝑖𝑛,𝑖

𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑞
−

𝑞𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑖

𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑞
+ ∑ 𝜌𝑗𝑣𝑖,𝑗𝑗=1−19  
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When the volume is assumed to be fluctuating with time, the expression can be written as Equation 

4.   

Equation 4.    
𝑑𝑋𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑖

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑞𝑋𝑖𝑛,𝑖

𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑞
−

𝑋𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑖

𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠,𝑋+
𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑞

𝑞

+ ∑ 𝜌𝑗𝑣𝑖,𝑗𝑗=1−19  

Where 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠,𝑋 is the residence time of solid components beyond HRT. If 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠,𝑋 = 0  the overall SRT 

is 
𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑞

𝑞
. 

Gas phase  

The equations for the gas phase rate are very similar to the liquid phase equations. The dynamic 

state component can be expressed in pressure (bar) or in concentration (M or kgCOD m-1). The 

pressure is calculated with the ideal gas law 𝑝 = 𝑆𝑅𝑇, where 𝑆 is the concentration in M. The 

expression for a gas phase with constant gas volume can be written as Equation 5.  

Equation 5.  
𝑑𝑆𝑔𝑎𝑠,𝑖

𝑑𝑡
= −

𝑆𝑔𝑎𝑠,𝑖𝑞𝑔𝑎𝑠

𝑉𝑔𝑎𝑠
+ 𝜌𝑇,𝑖

𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑞

𝑉𝑔𝑎𝑠
 

The head space of the reactor can be assumed to be water vapor saturated and is described by 

Equation 6.  

Equation 6.  𝑝𝑔𝑎𝑠,𝐻2𝑂 = 0,0313𝑒
(5290(

1

298
−

1

𝑇
))

 

Where the temperature is denoted as T in K. The gas flow is calculated per Equation 7.  

Equation 7.  𝑞𝑔𝑎𝑠 =
𝑅𝑇

𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑠−𝑝𝑔𝑎𝑠,𝐻2𝑂
𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑞(

𝜌𝑇,𝐻2

16
+

𝜌𝑇,𝐶𝐻4

64
+ 𝜌𝑇,𝐶𝑂2

) 

Where 𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑠 is the total pressure in the head space of the reactor.  

For more detailed information about the CSTR implementation, the reader is referred to (Batstone, 

et al., 2002).   

2.3.2. Converter blocks  

One important feature in SIMBA#Biogas is the converter blocks, which specifies the character of the 

ingoing substrates. The different substrates must be specified and their values must as well be 

translated into information, which the ADM1da can utilize. In Figure 3, one can see a simplified 

overview of how the converter block functions.  

 

Figure 3. Converter block for the ingoing substrate  
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The input consists of total suspended solids (TSS), volatile suspended solids (VSS) and flow. For some 

substrates, like manures and silages, the value for NH4-N must be specified. The parameter values 

are specified per the user’s choice. Inside the block, different variables are calculated based on the 

input and parameter values. The output values are then used to calculate different reactions in the 

ADM1da. Explanations for each input, parameter and output values are outlined in Table 1, Table 2 

and Table 3 respectively.    

 

Table 1. The table show all ingoing data to the converter block.  

Input 

Id Description  Unit 

TSS Total suspended solids kg/m3 

VSS Volatile suspended solids kg/m3 

NH4FM Ammonium-nitrogen  kg N/m3 

FM Fresh mass flow Ton/day 

 

Table 2. The table show the parameter values, which are set by the user.  

Parameters 

Id Description  Group Unit 

fOTSrf Degradable fraction of crude fiber (XF) Degradability  

fsOTS Slowly disintegrable fraction of VSS Degradability  

ffOTS Fast disintegrable fraction of VSS Degradability  

aXI Particulate inert fraction of COD Degradability kg COD/kg 
COD 

aSI Soluble inert fraction of COD Degradability kg COD/kg 
COD 

fRF Crude fiber fraction (XF) of TSS Weender Parameter kg TSS/kg TSS 

fRP Crude protein fraction (XP) of TSS Weender Parameter kg TSS/kg TSS 

fRFe Crude lipid fraction (XL) of TSS Weender Parameter kg TSS/kg TSS 

Temp Temperature Buffer system °C 

pH pH-Value Buffer system  

KS43 Acid capacity (pH  4.3) Buffer system mol/m3 

FFS Volatile fatty acids Buffer system kg AC/m3 

 

Since the disintegration step in ADM1da is divided into the two fractions, slowly and fast 

disintegrable fraction of VS, the user must specify these fractions. Unfortunately, there is a lack of 

data for these fractions, which means that the user needs to do arbitrary estimations here (Schön, 

2009). For most cases, the soluble inert fraction of COD lies around 0.1.  The particulate inert fraction 

of COD was roughly estimated accordingly to Equation 8.  

Equation 8.  𝑎𝑋𝐼 = 𝑓𝑂𝑇𝑆𝑟𝑓 − 𝑎𝑆𝐼 

The convert block specifies the properties of the substrate based on Weender parameters, which 

specifies the crude nutrients i.e. protein, lipids and fibers for the substrate in question.   

Crude protein is calculated with Equation 9. Here are non-protein nitrogen compounds like NH3 and 

urea included (Wiley-VCH, 2016). Free NH4
+ is however not included.  

Equation 9.  𝑋𝑃 = 𝑁 ∗ 6,25 

Crude lipids include lipids and lipid-similar compounds. This includes waxes, phospholipids 

glycolipids, etc (Wiley-VCH, 2016). 
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Crude fiber is a mixture of cellulose, hemicellulose like arabinoxylas and β-glucans (Wiley-VCH, 2016).    

For substrates where analytical measurements are missing, data are retrieved from various literature 

sources (LfL, 2015), (Weissbach, 2012), (Jurado, et al., 2012), (Lübken, et al., 2007), (Kafle & Chen, 

2016),  (Hadin & Eriksson, 2016), (Biernacki, et al., 2013). Some substrates cannot be found in 

literature, since they consist of different materials, making them heterogeneous.  Values for these 

parameters have been estimated with literature values as basis. For substrates like manures and 

silages, the user can set the parameters for how the buffer system will function in the model. 

Table 3. The table show all out going data from the converter block, which are used in the ADM1da to calculate the different 
reactions that take place during the AD process.  

Output 

Id Description Unit 

Ssu Dissolved biodegradable monosaccharides kg COD/ m3 

Saa Dissolved biodegradable amino acids kg COD/ m3 

Sfa Dissolved biodegradable LCFA kg COD/ m3 

SIsu Dissolved inert monosaccharides kg COD/ m3 

SIaa Dissolved inert amino acids kg COD/ m3 

SIfa Dissolved inert LCFA kg COD/ m3 

Sva Valeric acid + valerate kg COD/ m3 

Sbu Butyric acid + bytyrate kg COD/ m3 

Spro Propionic acid + propionate kg COD/ m3 

Sac Acetic acid + acetate kg COD/ m3 

Sh2 Hydrogen kg COD/ m3 

Sch4 Methane kg COD/ m3 

Sco2 Carbon dioxide kmol C/ m3 

Snh4 Ammonium kmol N/ m3 

XPSch Composite S, carbohydrates kg COD/ m3 

XPSpr Composite S, proteins kg COD/ m3 

XPSli Composite S, lipids kg COD/ m3 

XPFch Composite F, carbohydrates kg COD/ m3 

XPFpr Composite F, proteins kg COD/ m3 

XPFli Composite F, lipids kg COD/ m3 

XSch Composite, carbohydrates kg COD/ m3 

XSpr Composite, proteins kg COD/ m3 

XSli Composite, lipids kg COD/ m3 

XIch Composite I, carbohydrates kg COD/ m3 

XIpr Composite I, proteins kg COD/ m3 

XIli Composite I, lipids kg COD/ m3 

Xsu Biomass Sugar degraders kg COD/ m3 

Xaa Biomass amino acids degraders kg COD/ m3 

Xfa Biomass LCFA degraders kg COD/ m3 

Xc4 Biomass valerate, butyrate degraders kg COD/ m3 

Xpro Biomass propionate degraders kg COD/ m3 

Xac Biomas acetate degraders kg COD/ m3 

Xh2 Biomass hydrogen degraders kg COD/ m3 

Xm Mineralic fraction kg/m3 

Scat Cations kmol/m3 

San Anions, Snh4 + SH-Kw/SH kmol/m3 

Sva Valerate kg COD/m3 

Sbu Butyrate kg COD/m3 

Spro Propionate kg COD/m3 

Sac Acetate kg COD/m3 

Shco3 Bicarbonate kmole C/m3 

Snh3 Ammonia kmol N/m3 

Q Volumetric flow m3/d 
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3. MATERIAL AND METHODS   

3.1. MATERIAL 
In this section, materials used during this project are presented. 

3.1.1.  Software  

The biogas plants were modeled and simulated in the independent simulation software 

SIMBA#Biogas created by the company ifak technology (Department of water and energy).  The 

software is versatile and can perform dynamic simulation of biogas plants which is based on the wet 

digestion principle. The simulations in SIMBA#Biogas is based on mathematical modelling and can 

serve as a valuable tool in design, analysis and optimizations of processes that occurs at a biogas 

plant (Schön, 2009).    

The library in SIMBA#Biogas offers a row of components, which are needed to make a proper 

analysis of wet digestion plants. The software is based on ADM1, created by the International Water 

Association (Batstone, et al., 2002). The software can be used to design and optimize a plant’s layout, 

processes and control concepts. (ifak , 2016) The software has a drag and drop interface with 

different model blocks. Each model block symbolizes a certain process unit in the biogas plant, e.g. a 

reactor or a gas storage. Other model blocks represent storage of material, sludge or gas flow 

routing. The model blocks can then easily be connected with lines, which represent material or 

sludge flow vectors. The model blocks are all found in the included library. (Fronk, et al., 2014) Two 

example of how a model can look like are illustrated in Figure 6 and Figure 11. 

Key functions in SIMBA#Biogas         

 Pre-configured input models for a number of agricultural waste sources  

 Bio kinetics based on ADM1 

 High range of support for different process control concepts  

 Predictions of various types of parameters  
 

3.1.2. Biogas plants and measured data 

In this section, information about the modeled biogas plants will be presented. 

Lidköping  

The biogas plant in Lidköping was ready for production in January 2011. During 2016, the facility 

produced 6 million Nm3 bio methane and consumed 60 000 ton substrate. In addition to the 

production of CH4, it generates 50 000 ton of bio-fertilizer per year. The substrate used is a mixture 

between different food and agricultural waste products from the regional area (Gasum AB, 2017). 

The plant has four reactors where the digestion is done in two steps. The two main and post reactors 

have a volume of 4200 m3 and 2600 m3 respectively. The plant has a 5300 m3 covered bio-fertilizer 

storage tank, functioning as a buffer storage with fluctuating volume. The bio-fertilizer tank is 

connected to the raw-gas system. The temperature in the main and post reactor are approximately 

39˚C and 38˚C respectively, meanwhile the temperature in the uninsulated fertilizer tank fluctuates 

depending on the outside temperature. The main digestors have solid roofs meanwhile the post 

digeters have dubbel membrane roofs, which function can be compared to a lung. The side mounted 

mixtures in the post reactors are lubricated with water, this is also the case for the substrate tanks 

contaning starch residues. The upgrade is done with water scrub technology and the upgraded gas is 
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delivered to the customer on the other side of the fence, where it is liquefied. The rest is compressed 

to mobile gas storages. An overview of the plant can be seen in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4.  Overview of the plant in Lidköping (Gasum AB, 2017). 1) solid substrate reception, 2) storage tank, 3) grain silos, 4) 
main reactors, 5) post reactor, 6) bio-fertilizer tank, 7) gas upgrading unit, 8)  flare, 9) office and 10) costumer. (Gasum AB, 
2017)   

The feed stock in Lidköping consists of different agricultural rest products. The average amount for 

2016 of each substrate and some basic properties can be seen in Table 4. 

Table 4. The table shows the average amount of ingoing feed during 2016. TS, VS, total nitrogen (N-total) concentration and 
estimated digester degradability are also presented in the table.  

Substrate Average feed in 
[ton/day] 

TS 
[%] 

VS 
[% of TS] 

N-total [kg/ton] Estimated 
Degradability 

 [%] 

Starch residues 176 7 97 2.8 95 

Solid materials of 
agricultural origin 

39 80-90 90-97 11.4-34.1 65-90 

Silages  7 32-36 90 3.8-5 60 

 

Katrineholm  

The biogas plant situated in Katrineholm is a so-called co-digestion plant, which means that different 

types of substrates are mixed and degraded together e.g. grains and animal by-products (ABP)s. The 

biogas production started December 2010. The plant produces 3 million Nm3 bio methane, 60 000-

ton bio-fertilizer and consumes 70 000 ton substrate per year. (Gasum AB, 2017) The biogas plant 

consist of two parallel digesters, each with a volume of 4400 m3. The plant in Katrineholm is 

equipped with a hygienization step, heated to 70˚C. The hygienization is done by a series of heat 

exchangers with water-sludge transfer. The ingoing sludge into the heat exchanger is heated by 

water used for cooling down the sludge completed the hygienization step. A special heater is used to 

reach above 70°C. The hygienization step is necessary, since the plant uses ABPs as substrate. The gas 

upgrading is done with water scrubber technology. The upgraded gas is then compressed into mobile 

gas storages for further distribution by the customer to the surroundings. (Gasum AB, 2017)  The 

temperature in both reactors hold approximately 38˚C.   
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The biogas plant was taken out of service from the middle of December 2015. This was due to 

damages from a power break down. Hence, the biogas production was therefore down during the 

first half of 2016. The plant was taken in operation again in June 2016. An overview of the plant can 

be seen in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Overview of the plant in Katrineholm.  (Gasum AB, 2017), 1) manure receiving, 2) fat sludge tank, 3) solid substrate 
storage, 4) solid feeding, 5) reactors, 6) upgrading unit, 7) compression unit, 8) mobile gas storages, 9) flare, 10) 
hygienization shelter, 11) and 12) bio-fertilizers. (Gasum AB, 2017)    

The feed stock in Katrineholm consists of three kinds of manures, fat sludge and different types of 

agricultural wastes. The average amount for 2015 of each substrate and some basic properties can 

be seen in Table 5. 

Table 5. The table shows the average amount of ingoing feed during 2015. TS, VS, NH4-N, N-total and estimated digester 
degradability are also presented in the table.  

 

Substrate Average feed in 
[ton/day] 

TS 
[%] 

VS 
[% of TS] 

N-total [kg/ton] Estimated 
Degradability 

 [%] 

ABPs including 
Manures  

126 4-65 75-88 3.2-26.8 30-80 

Solid materials of 
agricultural origin 

22.9 20-95 85-95 4.8-22.7 65-90 

 

Measured data  

Measured process data were obtained for both plants. This data included substrate mass loading and 
different process variables such as pH, VFA, TS, VS, CH4 production and CH4 yield. The data was 
acquired in accordance with setup schedule scheme at each plant, except for the CH4 production and 
CH4 yield, which are measured every day. All necessary information for the validation of the 
modelled biogas plants was found in the process data files. 
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3.2. METHODS 

3.2.1. Analysis of existing biogas plants 

The modeling was based on the two different biogas plants, presented in section 3.1.2. The chosen 

plants were situated in Lidköping and Katrineholm, Sweden. The plant differs in size, lay out, total 

CH4 production and mixture of substrate. To gain a better understanding of the plants and how they 

function in reality, a study visit was conducted to each plant. The modeling was first started after the 

study visits.  

3.2.2. Simulation  

The simulation of the biogas process was executed in SIMBA#Biogas v 2.043. The simulations were 

done with the modified version of ADM1, called ADM1da presented in section 2.3. Two types of 

simulations were done, one where the average value for the ingoing feed stock was used to create a 

steady state condition and another that used the first simulation as initial phase. The creation of the 

steady state was done by letting the model use the average amount of loaded feed stock during a 

simulation time of 500 days. In the second simulation, the model used the raw alternating feeding 

data for the ingoing feedstock expressed in tons per day. The length of the simulation was depending 

on the numbers of days data were available. 

In the cases where the original models were modified to test new conditions, layouts and substrates, 

only one simulation were executed i.e. no steady state was used.   

3.2.3. Validation  

The validation of the models were done against measured data from each plant. The models were 

matched against the yield and production of CH4, TS, VS, concentration of NH4-N and N-total.   

Cost function  

A cost function was used to determine the error between simulated model data y(i) and measured 

data f(x(i)) (Arnell, 2016). The differences between simulated and measured data is referred as 

residuals. In the case when the calculated residuals are large, particularly when they are large 

compared to the uncertainty in the data, the model will not be able to give an accurate explanation 

for the data.  The size of the residuals is tested in a chi-square test, which is presented in the next 

section. In the case where most of the residuals are alike their neighbors e.g. if the simulation lies on 

the same side of the experimental data for the greater part of the data set, the model cannot explain 

the data accurately. (Cedersund & Roll, 2009) The cost function was based on the summation of sum 

of squared errors (SSE) weighted with standard error-of-mean (SEM). The SEM was estimated as the 

standard deviation for the whole measured data set. The setup for the SSE and cost function can be 

seen in Equation 10 and 11 respectively. (Arnell, 2016), (Cedersund & Roll, 2009)  

Equation 10.  𝑆𝑆𝐸 = ∑ (𝑦(𝑖) − 𝑓(𝑥(𝑖)))2𝑛
𝑖=1  

Equation 11.  𝑉 =
𝑆𝑆𝐸

𝑆𝐸𝑀2 
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Chi-square test  

An inverse cumulative chi-square test was used to determine whether the model was statistical 

justifiable or not. The value V from the cost function was compared with the inverse chi-square test 

and if V is bigger than the test, the model was rejected. A confidence level of 0.95 and degrees of 

freedom equal to the number of data points (n) were used in the test, see Equation 12. (Cedersund & 

Roll, 2009)  

Equation 12.  𝐶ℎ𝑖2𝑖𝑛𝑣 (0.95, 𝑛) 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION   

In this section, the results from the simulation of the modeled plants will be presented. Explanations 

of measurements and denotations are presented in Table 6 and Table 7. 

Table 6. The table presents the explanations for the five measurements, which are applied in the simulations.  

Measurement Explanation 

CH4 yield The amount of acquired 97% methane per ton added 
volatile solids  

CH4 production  The amount of acquired vehicle gas i.e. gas upgrade to 
97% methane content 

TS  The number of total solids in the reactor  

VS The number of volatile solids in the reactor  

NH4-N concentration  The concentration of ammonium nitrogen in the reactor  

N-total concentration  The concentration of total nitrogen  

 

Table 7. The table presents the explanations for the five denotations in the analysis of the result.  

Denotation  Explanation 

Mean  The average value for a specific data set 

n The number of used data points  

V The value given by the cost function  

Chi2 The value given by the inverse Chi-squared test  

d The differences between simulated and measured values 

 

4.1. LIDKÖPING  
The model of the plant in Lidköping consist of nine different substrates, which all are individully  

specified in converter blocks. To match the feed pattern to reality, the amount of each substrate are 

retrived from a spread sheet, where each colum contains the amount of substrate in ton per day. In 

accordance with the real plant, the model have four different reactors connected in two parallel lines 

with one main reactor and one post reactor. Both the post reactors are connected to a digestate 

tank, which holds the bio-fertlizers. Gas is aquired from all reactors including the bio-fertlizer tank. 

The water drops in the model represent addtions of water to the post-reactors and starch residue 

tank. The main reactors are denoted RK1 and RK2 meanwhile the post reactors are denoted ERK1 

and ERK2. The layout of the Lidköping model can be seen in Figure 6. 

The measured data comes from 2016, which also is the data the model is validated against. During 

the beging of 2016, the plant had some problems regarding the gas upgrade and certain amounts of 

gas were flared during these periods. Since the raw gas meter has low credability, the simultion has 

been validated against the upgraded gas. However, these values are affected by issues regardning 

the upgrading system, which occurred during a time period. The upgrading system was maintenced 

in middle of the year, which means that there was no or very low CH4 production during that period. 

This explains the shape of the graphs in Figure 7 and Figure 8 for the measured data. Since the model 

cannot predict these types of issues, data points below 5000 Nm3 have been ignored in the statistical 

test.  
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Figure 6. The figure shows the layout of the Lidköping model. The amounts of the substrates are retrieved from a spread 
sheet guided through the converter blocks. All grains and similar substrates are mixed in a mixing well before it enters the 
system. All substrates are then lead through the main and post reactors i.e. RK1, RK2, ERK1 and ERK2. RK1 and RK2 
represents the main reactors meanwhile ERK1 and ERK2 represent the post reactors. The tank contains the bio-fertilizers 
coming out from the reactors.  
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4.1.1. Model validation  

CH4 yield and production  

The CH4 yield explains the correlation between the amount and type of ingoing substrates, which are 

converted into CH4. The yield for the plant in Lidköping, both measured and simulated, can be seen in 

Figure 7. The simulation has a small overshoot for some data points but overall the fit of the 

simulation is acceptable.   

 

Figure 7. The figure shows the methane yield for year 2016, both measured (yellow) and simulated (blue). The simulation 
follows the measured data relatively well but misses out of some drops and peaks. The miss fit of the beginning is explained 
by technical issues in the upgrading unit. The plant suffered from a range of issues during the first 60 days but the 
production of upgraded gas stabilized during day 60 to 150. The big drops during day 150 to 200 was due to maintenance 
work of the upgrading station. After day 200 the upgrading worked properly again.    

The result for the CH4 production is illustrated in Figure 8 , where both simulated and measured 

values for the CH4 production are shown. Data points with a production below 5000 Nm3 is ignored, 

since they are assumed to be misguiding. Between day 150 and 170, the gas meter was down due to 

service repairer, which explains the low measured values during that period. The period between day 

170 and 200, the measurement was affected by subsequent problems related to the upgrading unit, 

which explains the shaky values during that period.  

 

Figure 8. The figure show the simultion and the measured 97 % methane production during year 2016. As one can see, the 
simulation has a relatively good fit to the measured production. 
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In Table 8, one can see the results for both the CH4  yield and CH4  production. The table shows both 

the measured and the simulated values for the CH4 production. In this case, n is adjusted so that data 

points below 5000 Nm3 are ignored. The cost function value V is below the cut-off limit given by the 

Chi2 test, which indicates that the model is valid and can therefore predict both the CH4  yield and the 

CH4 production in accordance with the reality.   

Table 8. The table shows the mean production for both measured and simulated data. The same number of n is used for 
both the CH4 yield and CH4  production. The n is adjusted to consider data points above 5000 m3.  

 Methane yield  Methane production 

 Mean 
[Nm3/VS] 

n Mean 
[Nm3] 

Measured 352 ±89 355 17 008 ±2 564 

 Mean 
[Nm3/VS] 

V Chi2 d [%] Mean 
[Nm3] 

V Chi2 d [%] 

Simulated 365 ±5 334.2 393.6 3.9 17 591 ±1 691 337.5 393.6 3.4 

  

The behavior of the model is promising, which one can understand from the result presented above. 

The simulation follows the shape of the measured data properly, although with some differences 

from period to period. The model predicts the raw gas, which then is recalculated into corresponding 

volume with 97% CH4 content. During the first half of 2016, the production fluctuated due to 

technical issues in the upgrading unit, meaning less gas was converted to vehicle gas. However, the 

model cannot predict these disturbances, which explains why the model deviates from measured 

data during that period. One qualified guess is that the differences between simulated and measured 

data may be the flared gas volume.  

The second half of 2016, the production was stabilized and the fit between measured and simulated 

data are good. 

Reactors  

The result from the simulation regarding the TS, VS and NH4-N in all reactors are presented in Table 

9.  

Table 9. The table presents the results from the simulation with measured data from 2016.  

 TS VS NH4-N 

Measured Mean [%] n Mean [%] n Mean 
[kg N/m3] 

n 

RK1  10.0 ±0.7 27 8.6 ±0.7 26 1.9 ±0.3 11 

ERK1 8.2 ±0.5 12 6.8 ±0.5 11 2.2 ±0.2 7 

RK2 9.5 ±0.7 27 8.2 ±0.7 27 1.9 ±0.3 11 

ERK2 7.8 ±0.4 13 6.5 ±0.3 12 2.2 ±0.3 7 

Simulated  V Chi2 d 
[%] 

 V Chi2 d 
[%] 

 V Chi2 d 
[%] 

RK1  9.5 ±0.5 30.6 40.1 -4.7 8.2 ±0.4 29.1 38.9 -4.8 1.8 ±0.2 14.9 19.7 -5.3 

ERK1 8.0 ±0.2 14.8 21.0 -2.8 6.6 ±0.2 12.6 19.7 -2.1 2.3 ±0.2 13.4 14.1 3.7 

RK2 9.5 ±0.5 36.5 40.1 -0.5 8.2 ±0.4 33.0 38.9 -0.3 1.8 ±0.2 17.1 19.7 -3.9 

ERK2 7.9 ±0.2 19.8 22.4 1.9 6.6 ±0.2 17.2 21.0 2.0 2.3 ±0.2 9.2 14.1 6.2 
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Based on the result from the simulation and the statistical test, it can be stated that the model 

behaves as desired for the predictions of TS, VS and NH4-N in all reactors. The credibility of the model 

is strengthened by the results from the statistical test, where all V values is lower than corresponding 

chi2 value. This indicates that the model is statistically justifiable for all measurements and the mean 

difference d lays within reasonable ranges for all measurements as well.  

Bio-fertilizer tank  

 The result for the concentration of TS and VS in the bio-fertilizer tank is presented in Table 10 and 

the result for the concentration of NH4-N and N-total in the bio-fertilizer tank can be seen in Table 

11.  

Table 10. The table presents the measured and simulated TS and VS concentration of the bio-fertilizer tank.  

 TS VS 

 Mean 
[%] 

n Mean 
[%] 

n 

Measured 7.6±0.1 3 6.3±0 3 

 Mean 
[%] 

V Chi2 d Mean 
[%] 

V Chi2 d 

Simulated 7.6±0.3 61.2 7.8 0% 6.2±0.3 107.5 7.8 -1.5% 

 

Table 11. The table presents the measured data and the results from the simulation for the bio-fertilizer tank. 

 NH4-N N-total 

 Mean 
[kg N /m3] 

n Mean 
[kg N /m3] 

n 

Measured 2.3±0.1 4 4.5±0.1 4 

 Mean 
[kg N /m3] 

V Chi2 d Mean 
[kg N /m3] 

V Chi2 d 

Simulated 2.4±0.2 16.2 9.5 5.5% 5.6±0.38 392.9 9.5 22.3% 

  

From the results presented in Table 10 and Table 11, indicates that the model cannot predict the 

outcome of neither TS, VS, NH4-H nor N-total accurately. This indicates that there is a bad fit between 

the model and measured data, leading to a high cost for all measurements, which are greater than 

the results from the chi2 test, hence the model is statistically unable to predict the amount of these 

compounds in the bio-fertilizer tank. The simulated results of the concentration of NH4-N and N-total 

can be seen in Figure A and Figure B respectively, in appendix C.   

Five reason why the model is not acceptable are presented below:  

 The converter blocks may not have the right fraction of crude protein for a certain substrate. 

On the other hand, this will with high probability change the outcome from the reactors and 

the risk that the model will not fit for these increases instead. 

 The initial steady state used for the simulation may not reflect the condition of the reality to 

the right extent, meaning it gives incorrect assumptions for the simulation to work from. E.g. 

the steady state contains mismatched concentrations of both measurements, therefore have 

a certain impact on the outcome of the second simulation.  

 There are few measured data points with low deviation, which makes the model extra 

sensitive to even small residuals 
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 Additional reasons why the prediction fails is that the model does not consider the 

fluctuation in volume or temperature of the bio-fertilizer tank. As previously mentioned, the 

tank is used as buffer storage, which may affect the outcome of the result.   

 The N balance might be insufficiently handled by the mathematical model.   

 

Summary: Validation of the Lidköping model  

The model of the Lidköping plant shows promising results and the credibility for the predictions are 

in the majority statistical justifiable, meaning the model is valid.  

 The prediction of both the CH4  yield and CH4 production corresponds to the outcome in 

reality. 

 The prediction of the TS and VS values for all reactors are valid. 

 The model can predict the concentration of NH4-N for both the main and post reactors. 

 The simulation of the concentration of NH4-N in the post reactors have a higher agreement 

with measured data compared to the same simulation for the concentration of NH4-N in the 

main reactors.   

 The model is not statistically justifiable regarding the prediction of the concentration of NH4-

N and N-total in the bio-fertilizer tank. However, the model does not consider the fluctuating 

volume or temperature of the bio-fertilizer tank.      

4.1.2. Test of new substrates and placement of hygienization  

In Lidköping, there is a plan to develop the plant so that it can receive and digest other kinds of 

substrates than it utilizes today. The previously presented and validated model where reconstructed 

and the converter model blocks were changed to correspond to an example of new substrates, which 

properties were specified. Characterization data for the new substrates were retrieved from 

literature when measured data was missing (Kafle & Chen, 2016), (Hadin & Eriksson, 2016), 

(Biernacki, et al., 2013). The new substrates are presented in Table 12 together with other important 

properties.  

Table 12. The table presents the properties of the new substrates used in the simulation of the plant in development in 
Lidköping. * Mixed grains consist of different agricultural products and residues. As can be noticed, different amounts of 
food wastes were considered in the simulations, therefore three different feeding amounts are presented in food waste row. 

Substrate  Feed in 
 [ton/year] 

Average feed in 
[ton/day] 

TS  
[%] 

VS  
 [% of TS] 

N-total 
 [kg/ton] 

Estimated 
Degradability 

 [%] 

Liquid  manure 25 000 68.5 5-7 75 3.2-3.9 30-40 

Solid manure 3500 4.1-5.5 23-30 80-89 1.9-7.7 25-40 

Food waste 6000|9000|14 000 16.4|24.7|38.4 24.7 38.4 15 88 

Slaughter house waste 8000 21.9 30 29 1.3 90 

Starch residues  80 000 219.2 7 97 2.8 95 

Mixed grains * 8500 23.3 85 93 0.2 80 

 

Several of these new substrates are classed as ABPs, which means that the plant needs to fulfil 

additional legislations than it does today (Naturvårdsverket, 2012). To be approved for receiving and 

digest these ABP products, the plant needs to add a hygienization step to the process. The 

hygienization can be placed either before or after the digestion processes. 
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Hygienization  

The hygienization was executed by a series of heat exchangers, common tubular exchangers with 

water-sludge transfer. The ingoing sludge, into the heat exchanger, is heated by water used for 

cooling the outgoing sludge, i.e. the heat is recycled. Additionally, the sludge is heated to above 70 °C 

by a “top-up”. The heat exchanger model block is based on the theory of basic thermodynamic 

(Holman, 2010). The layout of the hygienization used in the simulation is illustrated in Figure 9. Of 

course, other setups of the hygienization can be made to match the user’s preferences. The 

simulated hygienization has no impact on the ingoing substrates’ properties, meaning it has no 

impact on the model calculations either or the simulated production outcome. This is of course a 

simplification of the reality, where heating may have an impact on properties of the heated material, 

but this is outside the boundaries of this study.        

Hygienization is an energy consuming process step where its placement has a certain impact on the 

energy demand (Olsson, et al., 2014). Therefore, the placement of the hygienization step is evaluated 

with respect to its energy consumption.   

 

 

Figure 9. The figure illustrates the layout of the hygienization equipment. The incoming sludge enters the heat exchanger 
(red and blue symbols). The flow and temperature of the heating/cooling liquid is specified in the gray boxes. The output 
from each heat exchanger states the required or save energy for heating or cooling the sludge. The heat exchangers are 
connected in pairs where the outgoing heating/cooling liquid is recirculated back to the other heat exchanger. To reach a 
temperature above 70 °C a “top-up” is used, which is illustrated by the heater in the middle.  

The model for the new substrates with hygienization is based on the previously presented Lidköping 

model. Changes for this new model includes new substrates and implementations of three 

hygienization units to the model. To clarify, only one unit is necessary in the reality, the model has 

three units for evaluation purposes. The model for the new substrates with hygienization is 

presented in Figure 10. The new model contains three hygienization units. Two placed before the 

reactors, where one treats only the ABPs, whereas the other treats all ingoing substrates. The two 

units are referred to as ABP- and all substrate hygienization. The third hygienization unit is placed 

after the reactors, before the bio-fertilizers tank and is referred to as post-hygienization. From each 

hygienization, there is an output displaying the net energy consumption of the unit in question.    
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Figure 10. The figure shows the layout of the new Lidköping model with hygienization. The amounts of the substrates are 
retrieved from a spread sheet guided through the converter blocks. All grains and similar substrates are guided to a mixing 
well. All substrates are then lead to the main and post reactors i.e. RK1, RK2, ERK1 and ERK2. RK1 and RK2 represents the 
main reactors meanwhile ERK1 and ERK2 represent the post reactors. The hygienization units are placed on three sites. One 
that only handles ABP, another which handles all ingoing substrates and a third which handle the outgoing flow of bio-
fertilizers.  
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The hygienization is capable of handle ingoing sludge with a maximum TS of 10% when entering. 

Depending on the placement of the hygienization step, the ingoing substrates must be diluted with 

either water or swine manure to not exceed the capacity of the equipment. Of course, the dilution 

will affect the CH4 production and the concentration of N and as well the energy consumption. 

Additionally, the flow of the outgoing bio-fertilizers will be increased with increased substrates 

loading or water. The simulations were done with different placements of the hygienization and 

different inflow of food wastes. Three placements were tested. The first do only consider ABP 

substrates whereas the second considered all ingoing substrates. The third and last placement of the 

hygienization considered the outgoing sludge from the reactors, i.e. post hygienization. The results 

from the different placements and dilution trails with respect to the TS concentration before 

entering the hygienization are presented in Table 13.  

Table 13. The table presents the results from the simulation where the placement of the hygienization step is investigated. 
The volume of both water and swine manure states the dilution volume of each kind that is needed for reach acceptable TS 
content when the sludge enters the hygienization unit. The simulation were done in consideration to the different amounts 
of food waste. The two bottom rows present the transportation cost for both the total volume of swine manure going in and 
the total volume of bio-fertilizers going out. Calculations of the transportation costs are presented in Table D in appendix D.   

  Post 
hygienization 

ABP 
hygienization 

All substrates  
hygienization 

 Food waste [ton/year]    

Volume of water [m3/day]  6000 0 38 0 145 0 

9000 0 45 0 150 0 

14000 0 48 0 160 0 

Volume of swine manure 
[m3/day] 

6000 0 0 75 0 290 

9000 0 0 82 0 300 

14000 0 0 95 0 310 

CH4 [Nm3/day] 
 

6000 17 561 17 294 17 547 16 615 17 521 

9000 17 883 17 567 17 862 16 904 17 823 

14000 18 417 18 080 18 375 17 375 18 325 

TS when entering 
hygienization [%] 

6000 5.66 9.9 9.92 9.94 9.95 

9000 5.7 9.7 9.96 9.92 9.94 

14000 5.77 9.96 9.99 9.876 9.98 

Energy [kW/day] 6000 401.6 185.7 228.9 597.3 766.7 

9000 410.6 203.3 246.5 612.3 787.9 

14000 425.4 222.60 277.5 640.1 815.3 

N-total [kg N/m3] 6000 4.08 3.674 3.84 2.86 3.46 

9000 4.13 3.66 3.90 2.89 3.48 

14000 4.20 3.71 3.90 2.91 3.52 

Flow out [m3/day] 6000 343.7 382.2 418.8 490.20 633.70 

9000 351.4 396.9 433.4 502.90 651.1 

14000 364.1 412.7 459.2 525.80 674.2 

HRT 
 (reactor |post reactor) 
[day]  

6000 22.0 | 13.9 20.0 | 12.5 18.3 | 11.4 15.8 | 9.8 12.3 | 7.6 

9000 21.6 | 13.6 18.7 | 11.7 17.7 | 11.0 15.0 | 9.3 12.0 | 7.4 

14000 20.8 | 13.1  18.5 | 11.6 16.7 | 10.4 14.7 | 9.1 11.6 | 7.1 

Transportation cost in 
(Swine manure) [SEK/day] 
 

6000 722.9 1392.8 2045.1 722.9 5835.6 

9000 722.9 722.9 2168.5 722.9 6011.9 

14000 722.9 722.9 2397.7 722.9 6188.2 

Transportation cost  
bio-fertilizers [SEK/day] 

6000 6059.4 6738.2 7383.4 8642.2 11172.1 

9000 6195.2 6997.3 7640.8 8866.1 11479.6 

14000 6419.1 7275.9 8095.7 9269.9 11886.2 

 

With the result from the simulation, one can state that dilution with either water or swine manure 

decreases the CH4 production. Additionally, the N concentration is lowered when the ingoing 

substrates are diluted. However, this is no surprise, since water does not contribute to the CH4 

production and swine manure contains high amounts of water and therefore generates low CH4 yield 
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(Angelidaki & Ellegaard, 2003). This can be related to the decreasing HRT when the dilution volume 

increases. Therefore, the best CH4 production is reached when no dilution is done.  

In the case with no dilution, the placement of the hygienization must be after the reactors i.e. post 

hygienization. This is due to the boundaries of the hygienization, which cannot handle TS 

concentrations over 10%.  Additionally, this gives the lowest outflow of bio-fertilizers with the 

highest concentration of N, meaning the transportation costs of the bio-fertilizers are kept low, 

compared to the cases where dilution is needed.  

Post hygienization has also the advantage of easily being adapted to introduction of new substrates. 

This is since the post hygienization has more capacity left regarding the handling of the TS content in 

the sludge compared to the pre hygenizers.  

The drawback with the post-hygienization is the high-energy consumption compared to the ABP 

hygienization.   

If pre-hygienization is considered, dilution is needed. It seems rather unnecessary to let all ingoing 

substrates go through hygienization both from an energy and substrate supply perspective. 

Therefore, ABP hygienization is favored when choosing between these two alternatives. It is also 

better to use swine manure over water since it does not only dilute the sludge, it also contributes a 

bit to the CH4 production. 

It can also be stated that to reach an acceptable concentration of TS in the case of pre hygienization, 

there will be a need of addition of a certain volume of either swine manure or water to the system. 

This leads to an increased outflow of bio-fertilizers, which must be stored and transported. 

Additionally, this will accordingly to the simulations also deteriorates both the CH4 production and 

the quality of the bio-fertilizers. 

The problem with the dilution is that large volumes of either swine manure or water must be added 

to the system, which would lead to increased transportation costs. Of course, the dilution with swine 

manure requires a continuous supply, which can be added to the system daily. If there is a lack of 

swine manure for some reason, the production must be degraded and adjusted to match the 

boundaries of the hygienization unit.   

Despite the drawback with high energy consumption, post-hygienization is the best alternative to 

implement to the system. This setup together with the new substrates gives equal or better CH4 

production compared to the measured data from 2016.  
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4.2. KATRINEHOLM  
The model of the plant in Katrineholm consists of eleven different substrates, where each is specified 

in converter blocks.  The feed pattern is retrieved from a spread sheet, where each column contains 

the amount of substrate expressed in ton per day. In accordance with reality, the model has two 

reactors, which both converge to a fertilizers storage. Gas is acquired from the two reactors but not 

from the fertilizer storage. The reactors are denoted RK1 and RK2 respectively. The layout of the 

Katrineholm plant model is presented in Figure 11. The plant has had some issues regarding the 

measurement meters and the production during a period, which has been considered in the 

validation.  

The simulated results and their correlation with measured data are presented below. 
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Figure 11. The figure shows an overview of the Katrineholm model. The feed data is retrieved from a spread sheet, where 
the data then are converted in to model parameters in the converter blocks. The rectors are represented by RK1 and RK2. 
The outlets of both reactors are directed to the bio-fertilizer storage.  
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4.2.1. Model validation  

CH4 yield and production  

The CH4 yield explains the correlation between the amounts of ingoing substrate converted into CH4. 

The yield for the plant in Katrineholm, both measured and simulated, can be seen in Figure 12.  

 

Figure 12. The figure shows the methane yield during year 2015. The model is capable of following the measured data to a 
certain extent but misses out some data point on certain occasions, which results in bad fit for these data points 

The result for the CH4 production is illustrated in Figure 13 , where both simulated and measured 

values for the CH4 production are shown. Data points with a production below 500 Nm3 is ignored, 

since they are assumed to be misguiding, which is due to measurement errors and production 

failures.   

 

Figure 13. The figure show the simultion and the measured 97 % methane production during year 2015. As one can see. the 
simulation correlates realativelely well to the measuerd data 

In Table 14, one can see the results for the CH4 yield and CH4 production. The n is in this case adjusted 

to ignore data points below 500 m3 and where the simulated material flow is zero. The V value for 

both the yield and production are below the Chi2 limit, which indicate that the model is validated for 
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the prediction of both measurements. This means that the model can properly predict the CH4 yield 

and CH4 production in accordance with the reality.  

Table 14. The table presents both the data values and the results from the simulation. 

 Methane yield  Methane production 

 Mean 
[Nm3/ton] 

n Mean 
[Nm3] 

Measured 374.5 ±298.9 336 7501.5 ±1601.1 

 Mean 
[Nm3/ton] 

V Chi2 d 
[%] 

Mean 
[Nm3] 

V Chi2 d 
[%] 

Simulated 400.5 ±323.7 98.0 376.4 6.9% 7922.8 ±850.3 376.4 379.8 5.6 

 

The model behaves as desired, since the correlation between measured and simulated data are 

relatively high. Both simulations, yield and production, follow the measured data properly. There are 

however some periods where the model fits badly. These periods can be derived to measurement 

issues and uneven production. The plant lower its production capacity during the weekends, which 

the model just seems to consider to a certain extent.     

Reactors  

The result from the simulated measurement of TS, VS and NH4-N for both reactor RK1 and RK2 are 

presented in Table 15.  

Table 15. The table shows the results from previously presented reactors 

 TS VS NH4-N 

Measured Mean 
 [%] 

n Mean  
[%] 

n Mean 
 [kg N/m3] 

n 

RK1  8.7 ±1.6 48 6.8 ±1.4 48 3.9±0.3 11 

RK2 8.9 ±1.2 47 6.9 ±1.2 47 4.2±0.2 11 

Simulated  V Chi2 d [%]  V Chi2 d [%]  V Chi2 d [%] 

RK1  9.6 ±0.7 56.1 65.2 10.8 7.4 ±0.6 50.1 65.2 9.3 4.0 ±0.3 10.6 19.7 2.4 

RK2 9.6 ±0.7 61.7 64.0 7.6 7.5 ±0.6 51.2 64.0 7.9 4.0 ±0.3 33.8 19.7 -4.8 

 

From Table 15, one can see that the model is statistically justifiable for all TS and VS measurements 

and the mean difference is reasonable as well. The difference d, for the concentration of NH4-N is 

low for both reactor RK1 and RK2. From Figure C in appendix C, one can see the correlation between 

the simulation and the measured concentration of NH4-N in reactor RK2.  As one could suspect from 

the result in the graph, the concentration of NH4-N in reactor RK2 is out of bounds, meaning the 

model is rejected for this type of prediction in reactor RK2. The result for the NH4-N concentration in 

reactor RK1 is however in the right range, meaning the model is valid for predictions of that type of 

prediction in reactor RK1. One reason why the model is not valid for the NH4-N prediction in RK2 is 

that the model assumes the volume of ingoing substrates are divided into two equal part before it 

enters the reactors. However, this is not the case in the reality. This might be solved with more 

detailed input data regarding the amounts of ingoing substrates.  
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Bio-fertilizer storage 

The result for the bio-fertilizer storage are presented in Table 16 and the results from the simulation 

of the measurement of NH4-N and N-total in the bio-fertilizers are presented in Table 17.  

Table 16. The table presents the concentration of TS and VS for both measured and simulated data.  

 TS VS 

 Mean 
[%] 

n Mean 
[%] 

n 

Measured 8.5 ±1.2 11 6.6 ±1.1 11 

 Mean 
[%] 

V Chi2 d Mean 
[%] 

V Chi2 d 

Simulated 8.6 ±1.1 10.2 19.7 2% 6.6 ±0.8 7.7 19.7 1% 

 

From the result in Table 16, it is clear that the model can predict the concentration of both TS and VS 

in the bio-fertilizer storage. The deviation between measured and simulated is small. Additionally, 

the model is valid, since it is not rejected by the Chi2 test.  

Table 17. The table presents the results for both measured and simulated data. 

 NH4-N N-total 

 Mean 
[kg N/m3] 

n Mean 
[kg N/m3] 

n 

Measured 4.1 ±0.17 11 6.8 ±0.5 11 

 Mean 
[kg N/m3] 

V Chi2 d Mean 
[kg N/m3] 

V Chi2 d 

Simulated 4.05 ±0.3 23.6 19.7 -1.3% 6.8 ±0.5 9.0 19.7 0% 

 

As can be seen in Table 17, it can be stated that the model fails to predict the concentration of NH4-N 

to the right extent i.e. there is a bad fit between simulated and measured data. The prediction of the 

concentration of NH4-N is not valid since the V is too big. However, this difference is not that big and 

the d-value lies in reasonable range. The result of the simulated NH4-N concentration can be seen in 

Figure D in appendix C.   

However, the model is capable of predict the N-total concentration, meaning the model is valid for 

that type of prediction.  

Summary: Validation of the Katrineholm model  

 The model of Katrineholm is validated for the yield and production of CH4. The model can 

predict the TS and VS concentration as well to statistical justification.  

 The model can predict the concentration of NH4-N in reactor RK1 but the prediction in 

reactor RK2 is not acceptable.    

 The model can predict the TS, VS and N-total concentration for the bio-fertilizers but is not 

valid for the prediction of the NH4-N concentration. 
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4.2.2. Recirculation of dewatered sludge  

The validated Katrineholm model was rearranged and a dewatering unit was installed to the system, 

with the intention to recirculate a part of the centrate volume (liquid from the dewatering unit) back 

to the system. The goal with the recirculation is to replace a part of the ingoing manure with the 

recirculated centrate. The rearrange model can be seen in Figure 14 and the amounts of ingoing 

substrates is presented in Table 18. 

The purpose of the recirculation is to reduce the use of water and to lower the need for ingoing 

manure.  Practical trails have shown increasing efficiency and decreasing need for addition of fresh 

water when a specified fraction of the outgoing sludge have been recirculated back to the system 

(Nizami, 2012). 

Table 18. The table shows the average amount of ingoing feed for the recirculation case. TS. VS. NH4-N. N-total and 
estimated digester degradability are also presented in the table. * The mixing well contains five different substrates, cattle 
manure, swine manure, syrup, chicken manure and fat sludge.  

Substrate  Average feed in 
[ton/day] 

TS  
[%] 

VS  
 [% of TS] 

N-total  
[kg/ton] 

Estimated Degradability 
 [%] 

Mixing well * 138.8 23.2 84.6 38.1 30-80 

Fat sludge 18.3 6 88 4.2 80 

Solid materials of 
agricultural origin 

18 82-90 85-95 4.2-22.7 65-90 

 

Dewatering unit  

The term dewatering is used to describe the separation process where a specified fraction of sludge 

is separated to achieve a thickened product with TS concentration greater than 18% and a separated 

liquid. The thickened sludge with high TS content is refereed as cake and the separated liquid is 

refereed as centrate. The centrate can be recirculated back to the system and function as a diluter 

for ingoing substrates to reach an acceptable TS concentration. (Frischmann, 2012) 

The dewatering unit used in the simulated model functions as a bypass separator where a user 

specified fraction of the outgoing sludge is separated and thickened to a certain TS concentration. In 

the used dewatering unit, there is two outlets from the separator, one for the thickened sludge and 

another for the centrate. The centrate is guided back to the main stream. The placement of the 

dewatering unit can be seen in Figure 14 where it is situated after the reactors.  
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Figure 14. The figure show an overview of the rearrange Katrineholm model. The new model differs regarding arrangements 
of ingoing substrates where some substrates are mixed together in a mixing well before entering the system. A hygienization 
step is also included in the model. The main difference is the installed dewatering unit after the reactors and the 
recirculation. The recirculated fraction is set by the gray box connected to the pump unit. 
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As can be seen in Figure 15, the recirculation with 35% of the centrate leads to the best CH4 

production. This is the case when the same volume of the swine manure is replaced by the 

recirculated centrate. In the simulated case is this volume on 59.33 m3. Figure 15 illustrates also that 

it is more favorable to replace the swine manure over the cattle manure with recirculated centrate. 

The complete results from the different trails are presented in Table 19. 

 

 

Figure 15. The figure illustrates the outcome of CH4 production when different fraction of the centrate (169.5 m3) is 
recirculated back to the system. Open means no centrate is recirculated back to the system. The subtracted volume of 
manure is equal to the volume of recirculated centrate.      

Manure has commonly low TS concentration, which is typically 5-7% for swine and 7-9% for cattle. 

Manure contains a large fraction of lignocellulose as well, which contributes to the fiber fraction in 

the reactor which is recalcitrant to digest. This together with the high water content results in low 

CH4 yield when manure is digested. However, manure function as an excellent carrier for other dry 

substrates. (Angelidaki & Ellegaard, 2003)    

The character of the manure and therefore its impact on the biogas process is affected by several 

factors like animal species, diet, digestibility, protein and fiber content, animal age, housing, 

environment, and stage of production (Lorimor, et al., 2004). This indicates that there will be some 

fluctuations of the content in the manure, leading to the CH4 yield will change from time to time. 

However, the model can only handle this fluctuation in accordance with given data, meaning a huge 

number of measured data is needed for the model to match the exact fluctuation in character of the 

manure.   

As can be seen in Figure 15, focusing on the CH4 production, it is better to replace the swine manure 

with recirculated centrate over the cattle manure. In the case with swine manure, one can also see 

that an open system generates lower CH4 production than a closed system with recirculated centrate 

where the swine manure is reduced.  

The CH4 yield per fresh ton cattle manure is higher than swine manure (Scheftelowitz & Thrän, 2016) 

(Hamilton, 2013). On the other hand, the bio methane potential (BMP), Nm3 CH4 per ton VS, is higher 

for swine manure than cattle manure. Swine manure has low TS content and therefore the VS 

content is low as well, leading to lower CH4 production per ton wet weight.  Cattle manure has low TS 
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content as well but contains a higher VS fraction compared to swine manure, leading to a better CH4 

production when the same volume is added. From this point of view, it is more favorable to keep the 

cattle manure as substrate and reduce the volume of swine manure. Theoretically, swine manure 

should yield larger volumes of CH4 per added mass unit VS than cattle manure i.e. swine manure has 

higher theoretically BMP (Hamilton, 2013), (Kafle & Chen, 2016). Swine manure contains a large 

fraction of water, which not contribute to the CH4 production (Angelidaki & Ellegaard, 2003). This 

means the transportations of swine manure are mostly water and thereby stands for an unnecessary 

high cost since water cannot be converted into CH4. Additionally, the received swine manure has 

historically been of poor quality leading to impaired outcome regarding both CH4 production and bio-

fertilizers.   

The result from the simulation indicates that the system recirculated with centrate is favored by a 

35% (59.33 m3) reduction of the swine manure to reach the best CH4 production value.    

Table 19. The table shows the results of the simulation from the dewatered sludge, where a fraction of the centrate is 
recirculated back to the system. The normal flow out from the reactor is 169.5 m3 when the system is open i.e. no 
recirculation. The volume of the recirculation is subtracted from the ingoing swine and cattle manure respectively for each 
trail. The second column from the left-hand side, states which type of manure that is reduced in the simulation.  The 
recirculated volume is subtracted from the ingoing manure. When 50, 45 or 40% is recirculated, there is no ingoing swine or 
cattle manure, depending on case. The simulated measurements of TS, VS, N-total and NH4-N are collected from the 
reactors.       

Recirculation  

Recirculated fraction [%] 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 Open 

Recirculated volume [m3]  84.75 76.28 67.8 59.33 50.85 42.38 33.9 25.43 16.9 8.5 0 

CH4 [Nm3] 
 

Swine 6685 6833 6848 6848 6846 6844 6842 6840 6839 6837 6835 

Cattle 6628 6665 6707 6735 6749 6763 6778 6792 6807 6821 6835 

HRT [days] Swine 31 33 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 

Cattle 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 

TS [%] Swine 6.8 7 7.3 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 

Cattle 6.5 6.6 6.6 6.7 6.9 7.0 7.1 7.3 7.3 7.4 7.5 

VS [%] Swine 5.5 5.7 5.8 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 

Cattle 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.8 5.9 

NH4-N [kg N/m3] Swine 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 

Cattle 3.1 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.3 

N-total [kg N/m3] Swine 4.0 4.0 4.2 4.2 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.0 4.0 4.0 

Cattle 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.9 4.7 4.6 4.4 4.3 4.2 4.1 4.0 

N-cake [kg N/m3] Swine 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.0 7.9 7.8 7.8 7.7 7.6 7.5 7.5 

Cattle 9.8 9.7 9.6 9.4 9.0 8.7 8.4 8.1 7.9 7.7 7.5 

N-centrate [kg N/m3] Swine 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 

Cattle  4.2 4.2 4.2 4.1 4.0 3.8 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.4 

 

The concentration of N differs as well between the different recirculated fractions. One can notice 

that the concentration of N decreases when the recirculation fraction decreases. Focusing on the 

different N concentrations, it is according to the simulation better to reduce the cattle manure. 

However, this concentration differences are not that huge, meaning it is still better to replace the 

swine manure.  

Based on analyzed values from another biogas plant (Jordberga) with installed dewatering unit, it can 

be stated that all fractions of N are within reasonable ranges. In both cases where either swine or 

cattle manure is reduced, the concentration of NH4-N is below the set limit of 5 kg N /m3 for all 

recirculated fractions.   

By replacing the ingoing swine manure with a fraction of the recirculated centrate volume,  there will 

be some reactor capacity left for other kinds of substrates, which can increase both the CH4 
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production and N concentration. The maximum TS content in the reactor is set to 8%, which have 

been under consideration when the amounts of replacement substrates have been set. Another 

factor, which has been considered is the economic impact the new added substrates have compared 

to their BMP. In an economical point of view, it is most favorable to replace a part of the subtracted 

swine manure with chicken manure, since it is cheap to buy and has equal or better BMP than swine 

manure (Hamilton, 2013). However, the BMP differs a lot between studies and there are 

contradictory results stating the opposite (Kafle & Chen, 2016). Two other cheap substrates are grain 

residues and pellet, which also contributes to increased CH4 production. Results from simulations 

with different fractions of mentioned replacement substrates are presented in Table 20. 

Table 20. The table presents the outcome with simulation where different amounts of chicken manure, grains residues and 
pellet are added to the system with 35% recirculation. The simulated measurements of TS, VS, N-total and NH4-N are 
collected from the reactor.      

Substrate substitution  
 

Chicken [ton/day] 0 2.4 1.8 1.8 1.2 1.2 1.2 0 0 

Grain residues  
[ton/day] 

0 0 0.3 0.3 0.9 0.6 1.2 3.0 0 

Pellet [ton/day] 0 0 1.5 0.3 0 0.6 0 0 3.0 

CH4 [Nm3] 6841.1 6960.6 7046.9 7090.9 7117.6 72212.6 7253.3 7565.8 7724.6 

TS [%] 7.39 7.99 7.93 7.96 7.86 7.92 7.93 7.95 7.99 

VS [%] 5.87 6.35 6.31 6.33 6.26 6.11 6.3 6.35 6.39 

NH4-N  
[kg N/m3] 

2.26 2.38 2.38 2.38 2.38 2.38 2.36 2.46 2.3 

N-total  
[kg N/m3] 

4.23 4.51 4.5 4.52 4.50 4.52 4.5 4.67 4.53 

N-cake 
[kg N/m3] 

8.20 8.30 8.33 8.34 8.39 8.4 8.35 8.67 8.44 

N-centrate 
[kg N /m3] 

3.48 3.72 3.7 3.71 3.7 3.71 3.69 3.8 3.7 

 

One other aspect that favors the chicken manure is its high availability, since it is independent on the 

season. The availability of grain residues and pellet are on the other hand dependent on season. 

Therefore, chicken manure is the better choice even though it gives a lower CH4 production.          

By recirculating a fraction of the outgoing dewatered sludge and reducing the amounts of ingoing 

swine manure, Gasum AB can approximately save 2100 SEK/day in transportation costs and 

accordingly to the simulation get the same or higher CH4 production, which in turn will generate 

increased economical revenues. When chicken manure is added, the transportation cost will slightly 

increase but the savings will still be around 2000 SEK/day. The economical calculations can be seen in 

Table F in appendix D. 

To summarize, the recirculated model generates higher CH4 production and simultaneously 

decreases the need of swine manure. A closed system seems to be better when it comes to both CH4 

production and N concentration, compared to an open system.  This statement is strengthened by 

practical trails where both closed and open systems have been investigated (Aslanzadeh , et al., 

2013). The increased CH4 production is explained by the microbes that is washed away from the 

reactor are reintroduced back in to the reactor, leading to an additional number of microbes that can 

contribute to the AD process (Yadvika, et al., 2004). It can be stated that the simulated recirculation 

increases the efficiency of the system, which is strengthened by previous statements (Nizami, 2012). 
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Unfortunately, there is a lack of measured data where this kind of recirculation is used in practice, 

meaning the outcome of the simulation is rather uncertain. To really strength and verify the result, 

one would need to conduct a pilot test and evaluate the impact of the recirculation with the centrate 

and compare that data to the output from the model.  

4.3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND ADDITIONAL COMMENTS   
 

Modeling of existing biogas plants and corresponding simulated results indicates that it is possible to 

create models with SIMBA#Biogas and ADM1, which agrees to measured data to the right extent. 

The production of CH4  in both created models are simulated with a low percentage of deviation, 

which goes in accordance with the result from similar work (Fronk, et al., 2014), (Biernacki, et al., 

2013), (Satpathy, et al., 2013). Both models can handel the concentrtion of TS and VS accuertely as 

well. However, the prediction regardning the concentration of NH4-N are in some cases out of range, 

meaning there is room for further improvments in the underlaying model, possibly regardning the N 

balance.   

SIMBA#Biogas is a powerfull tool and aid when one wants to predict the biogas process and the 

results  from this executed project proves that. However, the N concentration seems to be 

unbalanced or not detailed enough to match the reality to the right extent, leadning to uncertain  

results.  

SIMBA#Biogas can function as an aid when it comes to choose which substrate that should be bought 

and which should be ignored, since by specifying the properties of the substrates in the model, one 

can estimate and predict how they will affect the process. SIMBA#Biogas is also cabaple of simulating 

conditions where the system crashes, meaning knowledge to aviod failures can be obtained and 

what causes them.     

One drawback with ADM1da and therfore also SIMBA#Biogas is the input infromation about the 

substrates, which are fearly excessive. Since this data is diffcult to meansure and obtaine, the model 

will in some cases be based on estimations, meaning the output will be affected and therefore 

yielding uncertain results.  

On the othere hand, one has to keep in mind that a model is a simiplification of the reality and there 

will always be devations between model and reality. Compared to other estimation methods, like 

caluclations in Excel, SIMBA#Biogas offers a better overview and the risk that not all componets in 

the process are considered is elimnated.  The predictions will also be more detailed and therby can 

optimization sites or failiures easier be spotted.    
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5. CONCLUSION 

Modeling and simulation of the biogas plants in Lidköping and Katrineholm was executed with 

promising results. Both models are capable of estimating the CH4 production, CH4 yield, TS and VS 

concentration corresponding to the reality, meaning these values are statistically valid. Regarding the 

NH4-N and N-total concentration, there are in some cases deviations between measured and 

simulated data, making the model statistical unjustifiable.  

The Lidköping model is able to predict the CH4 yield and CH4 production properly. TS and VS 

concentrations are as well accurately simulated. The prediction of the TS, VS, NH4-N and N-total 

concentration in the bio-fertilizer tank are deviating from measured data and are therefore not 

trustworthy. The deviation can be derived to the fluctuation in the bio-fertilizer tank’s volume, which 

the model does not consider to the right extent.       

The Katrineholm model is able to predict the CH4 yield and CH4 production right. TS and VS 

concentration values are as well properly simulated. The prediction of N-total concentration is as 

desired but the model fails to predict the concentration of NH4-N properly.  

The validated models where later rearrange where new substrates and equipment were tested. The 

Lidköping model where tested with new substrates and three different placements of the 

hygienization step. From an economical and practical point of view, post hygienization is 

recommended over pre hygienization, since no dilution is needed and higher CH4 production and 

thereby better economical profits can be achieved.  

The Katrineholm model was implemented with a dewatering unit where a fraction of the centrate 

was recirculated to the system. The result from the simulation indicates that the process is favored 

by a 35% recirculation of the centrate volume, which substitutes the ingoing swine manure, yielding 

better CH4 production and decreasing transportation costs. Both the TS and the NH4-N 

concentrations in the reactors have been kept below 8% and 5 kg N/m3 respectively for all 

recirculated fractions.      

It can from this point be stated that modeling and simulations with SIMBA#Biogas and ADM1da are 

an aid for the predictions of CH4 production when different wastes materials from the society are 

been utilized in the biogas process. Knowledge how to utilize and combined these substrates to 

reach the best CH4 yield will favor the society in the long term, since wastes’ value will be highlighted 

and considered. This will hopefully give better energy efficiency and contribute to solve future rising 

energy demands.  Hence, one can conclude that modeling and simulation of an existing biogas plant 

with satisfying agreement with the reality is possible with SIMBA#Biogas. Combined with the right 

measured data, SIMBA#Biogas can function as a competent and powerful tool for estimation, 

prediction and optimization of the overall biogas process.       

For further work it is recommended with extensive analysis of substrates where parameters for 

proper characterization are obtained. This should include the fractionation of COD, disintegration 

rate of VS and the Weender parameters. Hopefully, this will reduce the uncertainty between 

simulation and reality and yielding a fully functioning model. For proper validation of the models with 

both the hygienization and the recirculation, pilot trails and further evaluations of these equipment’s 

impact on the process are needed to be executed.     
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Abstract 
The main purpose of this project is to modulate and simulate two existing biogas plant and evaluate 
the additions of different substrate mixtures, in order to optimize the biogas process. The main goal 
is to optimize the overall biogas process. To reach the main goal, the plant in mind will be modulated 
and simulated in accordance to the layout and conditions in reality. Throughout the modeling each 
sub process will be evaluated. Investigation and evaluation of the added substrate mixtures will be 
done. The simulated values will be validated against measured data and preferably correlate with 
measured data. The hypothesis of this project is:  is it possible to optimize the biogas production by 
modulate and simulate the plant? The hypothesis has support from previous studies.  Both the 
modulation and simulation will be done in SIMBA#biogas and obtained measured data from each 
plant will be used in the validation of the model.    
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1. Purpose of project 
 
Swedish Biogas International (SBI) runs and owns five biogas plants in Sweden, where the production 
of both biogas and bio-manure are taking place. SBI has invested in a simulation software tool for 
biogas production, called SIMBA#biogas.  
 
The main purpose of the project is, with the help of SIMBA# and along with stored process data, be 
able to optimize the overall biogas process in the plants, simultaneously predict the outcome of the 
process. By using a simulation software like SIMBA#, great changes in both layout and conditions can 
be tested. The simulation is not only helpful when predicting the process, it can also help to avoid 
production failures. This, along with optimization, it is possible to both save time and money 
(Schön, 2010). 
The society are facing issues regarding both the human impact on the environment and the demand 
of energy. Biogas is considered to be an environmental friendly source of energy.  Biogas can be 
produced from wastes products that comes from the society. This utility of wastes as substrates 
create values both for the wastes and the society itself, since energy can be obtained in shape of 
biogas. By optimizing the biogas process through modulation and simulation, more energy can be 
obtained and the utilization of the added wastes can be maximized.         

2. Objectives and goals 
 
The main goal of this project is to optimize the overall biogas process. This includes operation, 
control of raw materials and evaluation of changes in the process. This main goal is divided into four 
sub goals, which are outlined below. 
 
Goal 1: Create a detailed and working simulation model, which reflects the outline and conditions of 
the existing plant. The model should be able to describe the processes flow and mixture of the raw 
material.  
 
Goal 2: Study the mathematical models within the process blocks, which all together form the overall 
process. The aim is to secure that correct mathematical model within the process block is used and 
perform as expected for the particular process.    
 
Goal 3: Evaluate to what degree the simulation corresponds to the measured data from the plant 
and find areas where improvements can be done. This include gas yield per added unit raw material 
and the effect on the biological process at different production conditions. Compare simulated 
results with measured data from the plant, i.e. validate the model.   
 
Goal 4: Investigate and evaluate the properties of the different substrates, which are feed to the 
plant. Found a mixture of substrates that fits well to the process at the specific biogas plant, i.e. is 
optimal for the plant in mind.    

3. Boundary conditions 
 
The project is done on the behalf of SBI, which creates some boundaries regarding facilities, data and 
finances. The project will be limited to the plants, which are owned and powered by SBI. The process 
data itself is a limiting parameter, since all preferred data that one wishes to have, might not be able 
to get. This will affect how well the simulation will correspond to the plant on site. Additionally, it 
might not be possible to get detailed information of the complexity of the mixtures of substrate feed 
to the plant, since it varies from time to time.  
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The software, SIMBA#, might also has its limitation. The mathematical models, which SIMBA# is 
based on might not be able to describe the whole complexity of the process to the right extent, 
which might result in mismatch between reality and simulation.         
 

4. Hypothesis 
 

The main hypothesis is as follows is it possible to optimize the biogas production by modulate 
and simulate the plant?  Since optimization include various parts in the production, the main 
hypothesis has been subdivided into following sub hypothesis formulated here bellow. 

 

 Is it possible to modulate and simulate a chosen plant to the extent that the simulation 
corresponds to the conditions and outcomes in the reality? This also includes process flows 
and handling of substrate mixtures.  For example, can the simulation predict if the set up 
conditions will lead to an improvement or crash the system?    

 

 Is the model capable of simulating and predict the gas yield and the quality of the biogas and 
bio manure? 
 

 Do the parameters from the simulation correlate with the measured data from the biogas 
plant in question?  
 
The modulated plant must of course correspond to the plant in reality. This includes both set 
up and conditions. The biogas process is a complex process, which makes it tricky to 
modulate and simulate. The complexity makes it difficult to predict how the system will 
behave when specific changes are done, like in e.g. the feeding mixture of substrate. 
However, conducted studies have shown great potential within the modulating area. It I 
concluded that it is possible to modulate and simulate the biogas production process with 
acceptable accordance to the reality (Fronk, et al., 2014) (Lübken, et al., 2015) (Biernacki, et 
al., 2013).  
 
The gas yield is one of the main parts one wants to optimize, which makes it both interesting 
and preferable to predict the gas yield before the process is conducted in the reality. 
Previous studies have shown that simulating the biogas process can in some extent predict 
the gas yield with trustworthy results (Zaeffere, et al., 2016) (Arnell, et al., 2016). The quality 
of the biogas is also another interesting parameter one wants to simulate. Simulations this 
have been executed and reported with promising results (Akbas, et al., 2015). 
 
One crucial part of the simulation is the accordance between the predicted parameters in the 
simulation with the measured data from the plant. The deviation between these should be 
low. This is crucial, since a high deviation between measured and simulated parameters 
indicates that the model is not trustworthy and can therefore not be validated. Estimation of 
crucial biogas parameters have been done in several former studies, where important 
process parameters like gas yield, pH, formation of volatile fatty acids (VFA), nitrogen and 
ammonium have been simulated (Hamawand & Baillie, 2015) (Fronk, et al., 2014).   
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5. Study model 
This project will focus on modulate and simulate the biogas plants owned and run by SBI. Two out of 
five plants will be modulated and simulated. During the entire project, literature surveys connected 
to the area will be done. Two studies visits to two different biogas plants will be done at the 
beginning of the project. The two plants will then be modulated in the simulating software SIMBA#. 
SIMBA# will also handle the simulation of the biogas process within the modulated plants.  
 
SIMBA# s based on the anaerobic digestion model no. 1 (ADM1), which, if necessary, might be 
interesting to investigate further.  The process blocks that form the overall process will as well be 
further investigated, preferably simultaneously when the simulation model is being created. The 
ready model will then be validated against known process data from the plant. Important parameters 
that will be validated are for example gas, gas yield, total solids (TS), volatile solids (VS), total 
nitrogen and ammonium. When the model prediction correlate with the measured values, different 
substrate mixtures will be tested in the simulation. The purpose for this is to find a mixture, which 
gives an optimize process.    
  
A simplified overview of the study model is presented in  

Figure 1.  
     
 
 

 
 

Figure 1.Overview of the study model 
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6. Milestones 
 

Milestone 
number 

Short description  Type of 
deliverable  

Date (week) 

1 Project plan ready Report 2 

2 Working simulation model ready  Simulation 
model 
(SIMBA#) 

6 

3 Evaluated process blocks  Data 8 

4 Halftime report ready  Report 10 

5 Validated parameters  Data 11 

6 State optimal substrate mixture Data 17 

7 Final report draft to opponent ready and sent to 
opponent and examiner 
 

Report 19 

8 Presentation of final report  PPT 20 

9 Corrected report for final approval Report  20 

 

7. Time plan 
 
The first critical step is to obtain a simulation model that function properly. This is of high 
importance, since the whole project is based on modeling the biogas plants. The correlation between 
the simulated parameters and the measured data is as well an important step in the project, since 
this indicates how well the model corresponds to the reality, i.e. it tells if the model is trustworthy or 
not.  The time plan of the project can be seen in appendix.  
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APPENDIX B 
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Table A. The table shows the biochemical rate coefficients (Vij) and kinetic equations (ρj) for soluble components (i=1-12; j=1-
19). (Batstone, et al., 2002) 
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Table B. The table shows the biochemical rate coefficients (Vij) and kinetic equations (ρj) for soluble components (i=13-24; 
j=1-19) (Batstone, et al., 2002) 
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Table C. The table shows the inhibitions forms where Ki = inhibition parameter; ρj = rate for process j; S = substrate for 
process j; SI = inhibitor concentration; X = biomass for process j. (Batstone, et al., 2002) 

 

Table D. The table shows the split of the original ADM1 into the complementary parameters in the 

ADM1da (ifak e.V, 2016).  

ADM1 ADM1da Unit Description  

Si 𝑆𝐼𝑆𝑈  kg COD/m3 Dissolved sugars 

𝑆𝐼𝐴𝐴 kg COD/m3 Dissolved amino acids 

𝑆𝐼𝐹𝐴 kg COD/m3 Dissolved fatty acids 

𝑋𝐶 𝑋𝑃𝑆𝐶𝐻 kg COD/m3 Particulate carbohydrates 

𝑋𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑅  kg COD/m3 Particulate proteins 

𝑋𝑃𝑆𝐿𝐼  kg COD/m3 Particulate lipids 

𝑋𝑃𝐹𝐶𝐻  kg COD/m3 Particulate carbohydrates 

𝑋𝑃𝐹𝑃𝑅  kg COD/m3 Particulate proteins 

𝑋𝑃𝐹𝐿𝐼  kg COD/m3 Particulate lipids  

𝑋𝐼 𝑋𝐼𝐶𝐻  kg COD/m3 Particulate carbohydrates 

𝑋𝐼𝑃𝑅  kg COD/m3 Particulate proteins 

𝑋𝐼𝐿𝐼  kg COD/m3 Particulate lipids 

 𝑋𝑀  kg TSS/m3 Inorganics  
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APPENDIX C 

Lidköping:  Bio-fertilizers  

 

Figure A. The figure show how well the simulation (blue) correlates with the measured NH4-N concentration (green) in the 
fertilizer tank of the Lidköping model. As one can be seen in the figure, the simulation has an overshoot at both the 
beginning and the end of the simulation, leading to badly correlated prediction.  

 

Figure B. The figure show how well the simulation (blue) correlates with the measure N-total concentration (red) in the 
fertilizer tank of the Lidköping model. As can be seen in the figure, the simulation has an overshoot for all data point, which 
means that the prediction misses out and does not correlate with measured data.   
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Katrineholm: RK2 and Bio-fertilizers storage  

.

 

Figure C. The figure shows how well the simulation (blue) correlates with the measured NH4-N concentration (green) in 
reactor RK2 of the Katrineholm model. The simulation of the concentration of NH4-N misses several data points in both the 
beginning and towards the end. Even due this deviation is small, it will have big impact on the model’s credibility. 

 

 

Figure D. The figure shows how well the simulation (blue) correlates with the measured NH4-N concentration (green) in the 
fertilizer storage of the Katrineholm model. The simulation follows the shape of the measured data with small deviations 
from the measured data, however this deviation is enough to reject the prediction of NH4-N. The drop between day 180 and 
210 is related to the flow, which was zero at that moment.   
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APPENDIX D 

 

Economical calculations 

Transportation costs  

The distance for the transportations of both incoming and outgoing manure and bio-fertilizers are 

estimated to not farther than 25 km from the plant. This gives a transportation price of 17.63 kr per 

m3. The same assumption and price is used for both plants. 

Lidköping  

The example below is calculated for the case when 6000 tons/year of food residues is used in the 

production. The other cases are calculated in the same way but with other volumes of water and 

manure. 

Table E. The table shows the calculation cost for the transportation to and out of Lidköping.    

 Total  
swine manure 

[m3/day] 

Total  
water 

[m3/day] 

Transportation 
 cost in 

[kr/day] 

Sludge 
out 

[m3/day] 

Transportation  
cost of 

bio-fertilizers  
[kr/day] 

Total  
transportation 

cost  
[kr/day] 

Non  41.002 0 41.002*17.63 
= 722.9 

343.7 343.7*17.63 = 6059.4 6782.3 

Water ABP 41.002 38 41.002*17.63 
= 1392.8 

382.2 382.2*17.63 = 6738.2 8131.0 

Swine 
manure ABP 

116.022 0 116.022*17.63 
= 2045.1 

418.8 418.8*17.63 = 7383.4 9428.6 

Water All 41.002 290 41.002*17.63 
= 722.9 

490.2 490.2*17.63 =8642.2 9365.1 

Swine 
manure All 

331.002 0 331.002*17.63 
= 11172.1 

633.7 633.7*17.63 = 11172.1 17007.7 

 

Katrineholm  

Table F. The table shows the calculation cost for the transportation to and out of Katrineholm.    

 Total swine manure  
[m3/day] 

Chicken 
 manure 

[ton/day] 

Transportation 
cost in  

[kr/day] 

sludge 
out 

[m3/day] 

Transportation  
cost of 

bio-fertilizers  
[kr/day] 

Total 
 transportation 

costs  
[kr/day] 

Open system 65.48 0 65.48*17.63 
=1154.74 

202.73 202.73*17.63 
=3575.144 

4729.89 

Recirculated system 6.16 0 6.16*17.63 
= 108.6 

143.27 143.27*17.63 
= 2525.8 

2634.4 

Recirculated system with 
added chicken manure  

6.16 2.4 (6.16+2.4)*17.63 
= 150.9 

146.72 146.72*17.63 
= 2589.7 

2740.6 

 

 

 

 

 


